Deck-O-Dice Card Game Rules
SETUP
Shuﬄe one 24 card Deck-O-Dice, set it on the table between the 2 players, face down.
Give each player one of each DieMinion card, for a total of 6 cards each, which should be kept
hidden in the players hands.
DIE TYPE

SHARED DECK

PLAYER 1 HAND

ABILITY

PLAYER 2 HAND

GAMEPLAY
Each player selects a DieMinion card from their hand and puts it face down on the table. Once
each player has done this, reveal the cards they chose.
The player with the highest Die Type will “Attack” ﬁrst. If there is a tie, players determine an even
and an odd player, then ﬂip the top card of the deck over. If the d4 is an even number, that
player is the attacker. If the d4 is an odd number, that player is the attacker. Then place the card
on the bottom of the deck, face down.
DIE TYPES
Quad d4
Cubera d6
Dante d8
Sparten d10
Dwelve d12
Twent d20

DIE TYPE
DIE VALUE
REROLL
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GAMEPLAY
The attacking player will draw the top card of the deck and place it next to their DieMinion. If
their DieMinion has an ability that is applicable, it can be resolved now.
The defending player then draws the top card of the deck, placing it next to their DieMinion. If
their DieMinion has an ability that is applicable, it can be resolved now.
Player 1 chooses
Cubera.
This is a d6 Die
Type, which is
lower than the d8
Die Type chosen
by Player 2.
Player 1 waits while
Player 2 completes their
ability and draw action.
Diante is a d8, so will be looking
at the d8 Die Type to see the Die
Value of the cards (and looking
at what opponent will draw).
Player 1 then draws the top card
of the deck, it is the card Diante
placed there.
She decides to use the “Re-roll”
ability on her card, places it
on the bottom of the deck, and
draws a new card (on the right).
She looks at the d6 Die Type.

Player 2 choose
Diante.
This is a d8 Die
Type, which is
higher than the
Die Type chosen
by Player 1.
Player 2 uses
Diante’s ability
to look at the top
2 cards of the
deck. They decide
to take the right
card, and place
the left back on
top of the deck.
Player 2 waits
while Player
1 completes
their ability and
draw action.

After abilities resolve, players match their DieMinion type (d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, or d20) with the
same Die Type on the card they drew. That is their “roll”. After any adjustments from abilities,
the player with the highest “roll” (or Die Value) is the winner of that round. They take both of
the Deck-O-Dice cards that were drawn and set them into their Victory pile.
In the example above, Cubera has a 6 on her d6 Die Value of the card she drew. Diante has a 3
on the d8 Die Value of the card he drew. Cubera is the victor of this combat.
If there is tie, each player places the card they drew into their own Victory pile.
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*Note, if a d10 or d20 R* result is drawn when the active player is Sparten or Twent, place that
card on the bottom of the deck, and draw a new card. If the Deck-O-Dice is down to 4 cards,
and they are all R*, then the result is considered a 0. The likelihood of this happening is very
slim, but still something to be aware of.
Once the combat has been resolved, each player sets the used DieMinion card face down
on the table. It will be used for the second round of duels. Keeping it face down forces your
opponent to remember what DieMinions you have used.
Repeat the above steps until all DieMinions have been played. Once they are all used (6 turns),
each player picks up their DieMinion cards.
Continue playing another 6 turns, using each of the DieMinions again.
The game comes to an end once the Deck-O-Dice is empty, after the ﬁnal DieMinions are
played. Complete the ﬁnal combat, then proceed to scoring.
END of GAME SCORING
After 12 turns, all of the Deck-O-Dice cards should be in Victory piles. Add up each players
victory card pile, each card is worth 1 point. The player with the most Victory points wins the
game!
If there is a tie... the player with the d20 Die Value of 20 is the game winner. Critical hit!

AI
- Dicey -

SOLO
SETUP
PLAYER
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SOLO PLAY
In the format of the game, you will battle an artiﬁcial intelligence called Dicey.
Shuﬄe the Deck-O-Dice, place it in a face down pile in the center of your playing area.
Set Dicey’s DieMinion cards up in a row on the table, smallest to largest die type, above the
Deck-O-Dice.
Place your DieMinion cards in a row on the table, smallest to largest die type, below the
Deck-O-Dice.
Choose one of your DieMinions to face the Dicey with, slide it up an inch to identify that as the
card chosen.
Flip over the top card of the Deck-O-Dice for Dicey. Starting with the d20, and working down in
Die Type until you ﬁnd the highest Die Value. This will often result in Twent being used ﬁrst, but
the other DieMinions will vary. Quad will most often be last based on this methodology.
Slide Dicey’s DieMinion card of the same Die Type down one inch to identify that as the card
chosen. Set the revealed card on the table as Dicey’s roll.
Determine the attacker. This is always the larger Die Type. If the Die Types are identical, then
it is determined by the player with the highest Die Value on that Die. If still a tie, it is done by
looking at the top card of the Deck-O-Dice and looking at the d4 value. An odd number means
the player is the attacker, Even means the Dicey is the attacker.
The attacker uses their DieMinion ability, if relevant, then checks their Die Value.
The defender then uses their DieMinion ability, if relevant, then checks their Die Value. If the
defenders ability could aﬀect the attackers Die Value, that takes place now.
The player with the highest Die Value wins the combat round, taking both of the Deck-O-Dice
cards as their points for that round. If the combat values are matching, each player just keeps
their own Deck-O-Dice card.
If Dicey plays Cubera or Diante then use the following guidelines:
Cubera: It the result of their card “roll” is already going to be the highest value in combat (IE
higher than your die roll), or it is a 6, they keep the card. If it is not, then use the ability.
Diante: Dicey will always use the Diante ability, and always select the highest value card for
their roll. The card not used is shuﬄed into the deck instead of being placed back on top.
The rest of gameplay is the same as the two player rules.
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